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Multi-lingual support for JMS2win multi-sites comp
Posted by pamidipadudravid - 2012/12/27 11:40
_____________________________________

Hi JMS2win team, 

We are required to build a multi-lingual multi-site without using any translator components or plug-ins.
Admin should be able to view the site in the respective languages and should also be able to add
menus, articles & third party components (phoca download) in respective language. Front end user
should be able to view the site in that language. 

We are planning to buy the Basic package of JMS multisite 1.3 which costs 74.99 Euros. 

Our query is would this package also support multi-lingual sub-sites along with multi sites which works
with Language filters or any other filter that is provided by you but not with any other translation based
components/plugins available in Joomla 2.5. 

Can you also let us know about any multi-lingual related plug-ins/components from JMS team. 

Please inform us if there is any trial version of the Basic package that we intend to buy. 

Regards, 
Ravi.

============================================================================

Re: Multi-lingual support for JMS2win multi-sites comp
Posted by edwin2win - 2012/12/27 12:38
_____________________________________

1) If you want to use the automatic browser language detection present in 
JMS, you need the medium edition. 
The basic edition does NOT contain any geo-localisation or browser detection 
such as the browser accepted languages. 

The joomla language filter is used to redirect the users into a subdirection 
ie. domain.com/en, domain.com/fr, ... depending on the browser accepted 
language. 

The JMS browser feature detection present in the "medium edition" allows 
starting the appropriate joomla wesbite based on the browser accepted 
language. 
Therefore you can have a specific websites for each language or share the 
whole content of a same website but change the default joomla language at 
startup. 

2) As you can read in our FAQ, we do not provide trial version. 
If you want to verify that you environment can use the Symbolic Link, see the tutorial video 7 that provide
a "hello word" application to verify that JMS can use the symbolic link. Here it is the link to download the
"hello word" zip 
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http://www.jms2win.com/en/tutorial/75
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